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MAP 2 – DUNEDIN AIRPORT TO LARNACH CASTLE
 Refer inset map n (note that the route in to Dunedin is sign
posted all the way).
 Starting at the Airport Carpark, turn onto the one-way
airport ring-road (it circles the carpark and goes past the
Airport’s Main Entrance).
 Follow this road out of the airport (it merges into Airport
Road).
 After approximately 1.5km the road takes a hard right turn
as it merges into Miller Road. (As there is now no
intersections you probably won’t notice these changes in
road names).
 This will led you into the small township of Momona where
you will take a sweeping left hand turn as Miller Road
merges with the old Centre Road.
 Continue for another 3.7km as you take another sweeping
turn to the right, merging into Stack Street.
 You should cross a bridge ending up at a traffic intersection
with the Main Road into Dunedin. This should be the first
intersection to stop at since leaving the airport.

 Stay in the Left Hand lane as you continue down
 Turn left on to the Main Road.
Andersons Bay Road, passing through the next two
 This road heads all the way into Dunedin, however it
intersections with traffic lights.Travel straight through the
changes names a few times, even turning into a multi-lane
roundabout intersection (in the left hand lane) onto
motorway. Despite this, you don’t actually have any
Musselburgh Rise.
turnoffs to make. There will be one traffic light intersection
to pass through as you get closer to Dunedin.
 Continue on Musselburgh Rise. After 1.6km continue on
 Refer to main map o.
this road taking the hard-right bend (road now changes to
 Approximately 2.1km after this set of traffic lights you will
Silverton Street).
come to a major T-intersection controlled by traffic lights.
 After 400m, turn left at the intersection onto Highcliff
This is the end to the southern motorway, and you want to
Road. Continue on this road, after about 2.2km you will
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Bay Road.
 After approximately 7km you will encounter the township
 At these traffic lights turn right into Andersons Bay Road.
of Pukehiki. Turn left onto Camp Road.
 Once you are through the intersection you need to be in
 Stay on Camp Road, after 1km you will pass Castlewood
the left hand lane (but no panic as you have several
Road on your left, Larnach Castle’s entrance is only 500m
intersections with traffic lights to pass through before
from here.
needing to be in the left hand lane).

